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Solar cells have been processed on Edge-defined Film-fed Growth and String Ribbon

silicon. Based on a standard process developed for different types of multicrystalline

materials including evaporation of contacts and photolithography for front-contact

formation, optimisations have been implemented to deal with the special needs of

these low-cost ribbon materials. Especially a remote plasma hydrogenation step

and a change from evaporated to screen-printed aluminium back-surface-field

improved cell parameters drastically. Independently confirmed stable efficiencies of

16�7% (EFG) and 17�7% (String Ribbon) have been achieved on 4 cm2 cells ( full

area). These values represent the highest stable efficiencies obtained for multicrystal-

line silicon ribbons so far. Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

C
rystalline silicon has still by far the largest share of the annualWp module shipments in the PV market

(88%).1 Within the last few years a general shift from mono- to multicrystalline (mc) silicon can be

observed, with mc-Si now having a 58% share. This development is mainly due to more cost-effective

production, using mc-Si wafers in comparison with high-quality but more expensive mono-Si wafers. More-

over, adapted processing (mainly the implementation of bulk passivation by using hydrogen-rich SiNx layers

as anti-reflective coating (ARC) in combination with a firing step) led to higher efficiencies for mc-Si in indus-

trial processes. But the standard cast mc-Si wafer still contributes up to 50% of the total module cost,2 mainly

because cost-intensive ingot casting and subsequent sawing steps are involved. With the standard cast ingot

methods, about 60% of the silicon material is wasted during wafer production,3 this being the main reason

for the high share of the wafer costs.

Ribbon silicon is a promising alternative to bring down wafer costs, as the wafer crystallises directly out of

the melt in the required thickness. The materials under investigation in this study have some similarities. Edge-

defined Film-fed Growth (EFG) silicon from RWE Schott Solar4 has been produced commercially since 1994,

Evergreen Solar’s String Ribbon (SR)5 was commercialised in 2001. Both materials are grown vertically out of

the melt6 with a pulling speed of 1–2 cm/min and a thickness of about 300 mm. Owing to the different shape of

the meniscus at the solid/fluid interface and the lack of a shaping dye, SR can tolerate higher temperature
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fluctuations, whereas EFG has a higher throughput as a closed octagon with eight ‘sheets’ (width 10 cm) is

grown. In the case of SR, two strings provide edge stabilisation (width of the silicon sheet 8 cm). The interstitial

oxygen concentration for both materials is low (<5� 1016 cm�3), the substitutional carbon concentration is

higher in EFG (1018 cm�3) than in SR (6� 1017 cm�3). The as-grown material quality for both materials ( p-

type with bulk resistivities of about 3� cm) is quite inhomogeneous with minority-carrier bulk lifetimes

between 0�5 and 50 ms within one wafer. Dislocation densities vary between 104 and 106 cm�2 within several

grains, which can cover an area of several cm2. In previous studies7–10 it was shown that lifetimes can be

enhanced significantly during cell processing by P- and Al-gettering as well as hydrogenation.

STANDARD PROCESSING

In this study we have chosen a process that includes evaporation of contacts and photolithography for front-

contact formation to minimise grid shadowing losses and to get a good blue response of the solar cells. Based

on our standard process used for mc-Si materials (Figure 1), we optimised single processing steps to the specific

needs of the materials. The standard process consisted of an acidic etching step (5mm per side in a modified CP6

etch), a POCl3 diffusion in an open-tube furnace (90�/square) with subsequent etching of the P-glass, the thermal

growth of a 10 to 15 nm thick oxide followed by an Al-gettering step at 800�C for 30min (2mmAl evaporated on

the back surface, etched off after gettering). The gettering step simultaneously eliminates the rear-surface

emitter. The Ti/Pd/Ag front contact was evaporated (50 nm/50 nm/3mm) by photolithography followed by

evaporation of a 2mm Al back contact which covers the whole back surface. Edge isolation was performed by

dicing four 2� 2 cm2 cells out of the processed 5� 5 cm2 wafers. By doing so we end up with full-area cells, so

the cells have an open pn junction at the edges, which reduces fill factor and open-circuit voltage compared with

buried pn junctions used in other processes. Afterwards, the cells without any surface texture or ARC have been

characterised by IV measurements with the total area of the cell being illuminated (no metallisation masking).

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the processes applied in this study. Standard process (A) as used for mc-Si materials

(including optimised MIRHP step); process B introduces screen-printed Al BSF and additional electroplating of Ag front

contact; in process C an additional Al gettering step is included, identical to that used in process A prior to cell processing
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H PASSIVATION

The effect of bulk passivation of crystal defects by atomic hydrogen has been studied extensively both on EFG

and SR in several studies.7–10 In our study we have chosen microwave-induced remote hydrogen plasma

(MIRHP) passivation11 which has proven to work excellently in passivating defects in ribbon silicon.12,13

The passivation step was applied after the initial IV measurement; in this way the effect of hydrogenation

can be quantified on cell parameter level. Therefore, a second IVmeasurement was carried out after hydrogena-

tion. For standard cast mc-Si materials the passivation is normally at 350�C for 60min.14

For low-oxygen materials, such as EFG and SR, the diffusion of hydrogen into the bulk of the wafer as well as

the diffusion out of the wafer is much faster than for materials with a higher concentration of interstitial oxy-

gen.14,15 Therefore the passivation temperature must be lowered in order to keep the hydrogen within the bulk.

This is even more important as no capping layer prevents the hydrogen from diffusing out through the front

surface at elevated temperatures (no ARC). The optimised MIRHP step with hydrogenation at 320�C for

60min was implemented in the standard process of this study.

OPTIMISATION

Electroplating

An investigation of series resistance losses within the evaporated 3mm thick front grid led to the conclusion that

fill factors can be slightly improved if a silver electroplating step is carried out after evaporation of the front

contact. The thickness of the evaporated Ag was therefore reduced to 50 nm, followed by additional Ag elec-

troplating of 7 mm.

Back-surface-field and back-surface recombination velocity

The evaporated Al used for gettering within the standard process results in a back-surface-field (BSF) thickness

of<1 mm, giving a back-surface recombination velocity Sb of about 1500 cm/s. As lifetimes in EFG and SR can

locally be as high as 300 ms16 (corresponding to diffusion lengths of >700 mm), Sb has a severe impact on both

short-circuit current density Jsc and open-circuit voltage Voc. To reduce Sb, a thicker Al BSF would be beneficial.

Therefore we have chosen screen printing of Al paste (thickness about 40 mm) followed by a short firing step for

BSF formation (BSF thickness approximately 6–8 mm). In addition, this method has the advantage that screen

printing is the standard metallization technique used in industry for large-scale and cost-effective production,

therefore reducing complexity of the applied process.

On the other hand the reduced gettering time of <1min at relevant temperatures >600�C, compared with

30min for the standard process, might show an only minor gettering efficiency. Therefore we were interested

to figure out the impact of the different Al gettering steps on solar cell level. To quantify the effect of the longer

Al gettering step used in the standard process, we split ‘neighbouring’ wafers (adjacent wafers in the direction

of pulling with similar crystal grain structures) in pairs. One-half of the wafers underwent the standard Al get-

tering step of the standard process (2 mm Al evaporated at the back surface, gettering time 30min at 800�C)
before POCl3 diffusion (process C in Figure 1). The Al layer was etched off; from that stage on wafers were

processed in parallel as shown in Figure 1 (processes B and C) according to the optimised processing sequences.

RESULTS

Approximately 25 cells for each material and process outlined in Figure 1 have been fabricated from standard

quality material (no selection prior to processing). The positive influence of hydrogenation could be seen for all

processes under investigation. As recombination in the base and the space charge region is reduced, all cell

parameters increase significantly. Parameters shown in Table I refer to the best cells of each given process
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before and after hydrogenation. As the standard deviation for cells processed according to one of the schemes in

Figure 1 is larger than the variations between the mean values of the different processes, a reliable conclusion

cannot be drawn by comparison of these mean values alone. To overcome this problem, a larger statistic would

be needed or adjacent wafers have to be compared.

Assuming that within EFG or SR the best cells of each process are of comparable material quality, it can be

seen that the introduction of the screen-printed BSF in process B increases both Voc and Jsc significantly in

comparison with the standard process. The BSF formed by screen printing is estimated to give values for Sb
in the range of 200 cm/s as compared with about 1500 cm/s for evaporated Al in the standard process.

The shorter gettering step in process B did not affect efficiency of the best cells significantly, as can be

deduced by comparing the results from processes B and C. However, by comparing adjacent wafers, slight

improvements due to the additional gettering step can be observed, as shown in Figure 2. A more detailed ana-

lysis of the experimental data concerning the additional Al gettering step will be carried out in the future.

A ZnS/MgF2 double-layer ARC was deposited on the best EFG and SR cell. The parameters of these cells

have been independently confirmed at JRC Ispra (Table I). The efficiencies obtained on EFG (16�7%) as well as

Table I. IV parameters of the best EFG and SR cells (4 cm2) fabricated according to the processes shown in Figure 1 before

and after hydrogenation

Process EFG SR

Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (mV) FF (%) � (%) Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (mV) FF (%) � (%)

A before MIRHP, no ARC 21�7 558 74�6 9�1 22�4 560 76�6 9�6
A after MIRHP, no ARC 22�7 568 77�1 9�9 22�7 563 77�9 9�9
B before MIRHP, no ARC 20�0 547 77�0 8�4 24�4 590 76�9 11�1
B after MIRHP, no ARC 23�3 590 79�6 10�9 24�7 600 77�9 11�5
C before MIRHP, no ARC 21�4 551 75�3 8�9 24�6 601 76�8 11�4
C after MIRHP, no ARC 23�7 587 78�1 10�9 25�1 609 77�9 11�9
Best cell after DARC* 35�1 601 79�0 16�7 37�0 615 77�7 17�7

*Parameters of the best cells after DARC have been independently confirmed at JRC Ispra.

Figure 2. Mapped IQEs at 980 nm of adjacent cells fabricated according to process B (no additional Al gettering) and process

C (additional Al gettering step prior to cell process). For both materials slight improvements due to the additional gettering

step are visible in the histograms of the IQE at 980 nm
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SR (17�7%) represent the highest stable values (12 h illumination, 1 sun) reached for these materials, with the

value of the SR cell being the highest obtained for mc-Si ribbon material. In Figure 3 internal quantum efficien-

cies (IQE) and reflectivities of these two cells are shown. Some grain boundaries remain electrically active in

the processed solar cells, as can be seen in the mapped IQEs at 980 nm in Figure 4.

To increase efficiencies further, more complex cell processes could be applied. A surface texture would result

in less reflection, a buried pn junction can increase both fill factor and open-circuit voltage.
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Figure 3. IQE and reflectivity data for the best EFG and SR cell after DARC deposition

Figure 4. IQE mappings at 980 nm of the best EFG (left, process B) and SR (right, process C) cell after DARC deposition.

Both cells include several electrically active grain boundaries
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